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Sir Francis Crick would undoubtedly be at the front of the line ordering this fascinating book. Being one of the discoverers of DNA, he would be amazed at how his work has been applied to mankind's most important invention, the computer. DNA contains the genetic instructions for the biological development of cellular life forms or viruses. DNA computing uses DNA as a substrate for storing information, while molecular biological operations are used to manipulate this information.
DNA Computing Models begins with a comprehensive introduction to the field of DNA computing. This book emphasizes computational methods to tackle central problems of DNA computing, such as controlling living cells, building patterns, and generating nanomachines. DNA Computing Models presents laboratory-scale human-operated models of computation, including a description of the first experiment of DNA computation conducted by Adleman in 1994. It provides molecular-scale autonomous models of computation and addresses the design of computational devices working in living cells. It also addresses the important problem of proper word design for DNA computing.

DNA Computing Models is designed for researchers and advanced-level students in computers science, bioengineering and molecular biology as a reference or secondary text book. This book is also suitable for practitioners in industry.
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Designing for iOS with SketchApress, 2015

	Designing for iOS with Sketch takes you through the process of designing your iOS app using Bohemian Code’s Sketch. Sketch is a powerful new design program that is quickly replacing Adobe PhotoShop for many designers designing for mobile apps and the mobile web. This book will introduce you to the program and then take you...
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Antennas: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Practical, concise and complete reference for the basics of modern antenna design    

    

    Antennas: from Theory to Practice discusses the basics of modern antenna design and theory. Developed specifically for engineers and designers who work with radio communications, radar and RF engineering, this...
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Software Architecture with Spring 5.0: Design and architect highly scalable, robust, and high-performance Java applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how different software architectural models can help you solve problems, and learn best practices for the software development cycle

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn concepts related to software architecture and embrace them using the latest features of Spring 5
	
			Discover...
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IBM Cognos Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the practical approach to BI with IBM Cognos Business Intelligence

	
		Learn how to better administer your IBM Cognos 10 environment in order to improve productivity and efficiency.
	
		Empower your business with the latest Business Intelligence (BI) tools.
	
		Discover advanced tools and...
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Implementing Backup and Recovery: The Readiness Guide for the EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Arm yourself with all the information you need to architect a backup and recovery system
System backup is essential in any enterprise–protecting data is equivalent to protecting the company or agency. Whether you have the task of putting together a backup and recovery system for your organization or you are thinking about how backup and...
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Practical Guide to Clinical Computing Systems: Design, Operations, and InfrastructureAcademic Press, 2008
The development of clinical computing systems is a rapidly growing priority area of health information technology, spurred in large measure by robust funding at the federal and state levels. It is widely recognized as one of the key components for reducing costs and improving the quality of care. At the same time as more and more hospitals and...
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